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Accessible protected site? 

• Accessibility on Suomenlinna based on audits 
carried out in 2006–2010.  

– Financed by Governing Body of Suomenlinna. 

• The focus of the audit was on the accessibility 
of public spaces and outdoor routes.  

– Church, cafés, museums, conference and banquet 
facilities etc. 
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The Threshold Association 

• Architect and accessibility consult. 
– Accessibility audits, research work and publications + consulting. 
 

• Cross disability and human rights organization. 
– Founded in 1973 by disabled people. 

• Main mission is based on three elements: human rights, 
independent living and culture, all to empower disabled people. 
– The main aim is to ensure that all disabled people have the freedom 

and opportunity to be able to do their daily activities may it be work, 
school, leisure activities etc and not be hindered by their disability.  

• The employees and decision makers in the organization are 
themselves disabled.  
– The best trainer to a person with a disability is another person who 

has had similar experiences before. 
• Threshold Association receives most of its funding from the Finnish 

Slot Machines Association which also finances many other 
nongovernmental organizations in Finland and which in turn 
receives its funding by having a monopoly for gambling and slot 
machines within Finland. 
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Suomenlinna - From past to present 

• Situated on a group of islands off Helsinki, Suomenlinna was built during 
the Swedish era as a maritime fortress and a base for the Archipelago 
Fleet. Work on the fortress was begun in the mid-18th century.  

• Today Suomenlinna is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of Finland’s 
most popular tourist attractions.  

• The old buildings are still in everyday use as housing, working space, 
maintenance facilities and visitor service facilities.  

• Suomenlinna is property of the Finnish government and is managed by the 
Governing Body of Suomenlinna.  

• There is a continuous building repair program going on. The restoration of 
fortifications and old buildings requires considerable expertise. 
– Accessibility is a process, not a project. 

 

“From past to present, from inaccessible fortress to accessible 
cultural heritage.” 
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Accessibility 

• Suomenlinna is challenging when it comes to 
accessibility.  

– Steep hills and uneven footpaths cannot be 
avoided completely. Due to the mild contrasts, it 
might be difficult to separate the routes. 

– Suomenlinna is a car-free zone where only service 
vehicles are allowed. 

• Only few parking places. 
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Accessibility 

• Public facilities restored in recent years have been 
designed to be accessible.  

• There is a moderate access with a wheelchair to most 
of the public spaces on Suomenlinna, but still several 
interesting places remain totally inaccessible.  

• Biggest challenges: 
– Routes (landscape and paving) 

– Level differences at the entrance 

– Lack of induction loops at the conference facilities 

– Mood lighting and minimal signage in banquet facilities.  
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Visitor Centre 

• The Visitor Centre (1998) is located along the wheelchair 
route.  

• The main entrance to the building is not completely 
level, but it is equipped with a ramp.  

• The front of the building is paved and benches are 
provided. 

• Exhibitions are staged on the ground and first floors.  
• The first floor can be accessed by lift from the centre’s 

offices.  
– The lift is equipped with automatic sliding doors.  

• The museum auditorium is accessible and the building 
also has accessible toilet facilities. 
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Accessibility audits 

• The goal was to improve the services and possibilities to visit the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site for all.  
– Find the easiest routes - knowing already they won’t be really 

accessible. 
– Find out the status of the accessibility in public spaces. 

• Audit was carried out by professional auditors. 
– The used method was originally developed in collaboration with 

various disability organizations and experts in accessibility and it 
provides objective and measured information on the subject.  

– However the main goal was to find ways to improve accessibility, not 
just show measurements. 

– Audit criteria is based on building codes and guidelines. Accessibility is 
an agreement, not an opinion. 

– Focus on accessibility of moving, seeing and hearing as well as easy 
understanding. Visitors perspective. 
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Proposals for improvements 

• Several suggestions to improve accessibility were made, 
some small and easy to carry out some more difficult to 
implement. 
– Smoothening the routes (partly) for easier access. (Would 

benefit several public spaces.) 
– Vantage points with easy access. 
– Improving the accessibility of the entrances. 
– Finding solutions to overcome the small level changes indoors. 
– Improving the functionality of the accessible toilet. 
– Installing induction loops. 
– Improving lighting. 
– Emphasizing contrasts on level changes. 
– Adding visual signage. 
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From audit to accessibility work 

• Audit doesn’t really improve accessibility on it’s 
own, but gives tools for the developing work. 
– Accessibility as a part of the development plan. 
– What can be done immediately, what needs planning. 
– Chain of accessibility. 

• Importance of the (beforehand) information. 
– With the help of relevant accessibility information 

everyone can assess their own survival in the area. 

• Small changes can make big improvements. 
– They are worth doing even if the result wouldn’t be 

fully wheelchair accessible. 
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Accessibility work in Suomenlinna 

• Accessibility is considered important. 
– Improvements come slowly, while restoring facilities. 

• As a result of the recent accessibility work, there 
is now accessibility information (accessibility of 
moving) on the official web pages of 
Suomenlinna and a map of a wheelchair route.  
– The wheelchair route is not fully accessible, but it 

helps visitors to avoid some of the steep hills and 
difficult paving materials on the main route.  

– The route is not marked, but it follows the main route 
and the map is on web pages. 

 



Map of  
the wheelchair route 
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Accessibility - challenge or possibility? 

• Accessibility is not only disabled peoples issue, but 
better environment for us all.  
– The need for the accessibility can no longer be ignored due 

to the value of the cultural heritage.  
– The need of accessibility (for people with disabilities) is the 

same regardless of the value of the site. 
– The need for accessibility will increase in the future. 

• There are no impossible cases. We can always do 
something to improve accessibility.  
– It is not only a question of easy access with wheelchair.  
– The big picture of accessibility in built environment 

includes also accessibility of seeing and hearing as well as 
easy understanding.  
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How to improve accessibility  
and protect the heritage? 

• Combining both aspects, realizing that they are not 
the opposites.  

– Need for the accessibility expertise. 

– Standard solutions of accessibility hardly ever fit. 
• How far can you compromise without loosing the 

functionality (accessibility) - or the historical value? 

• Future? Accessibility as a part of historic layer. 

– Good design! 

– Education and training. 

– Best practises.  
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"A tiny change today brings a dramatically 
different tomorrow."  

       Richard Bach 
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Thank you for your 
attention! 

Niina Kilpelä 
niina.kilpela@kynnys.fi 


